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The story behind embrace…



In 2007, Prof. Picard's team at the MIT Affective 
Computing Lab was working on a wearable device that could 
measure skin conductance  and stress….  to help children with 
autism spectrum  







What Can We Expect from M-Health?

o Info gathering
o community and clinic data 

o Delivery & management of health care
o Guidance for & enhancement of measurement-based care

o Real-time monitoring
o Ecological momentary assessments (EMA)

o Passive, behavioral or context-sensing 



Digital Health (FDA, 2017)

Any mobile health, health information technology, 
wearable devices, telehealth, telemedicine and 

personalized medicine.

Digital medicine devices either touch the surface of a person’s 
body, or are ingested, inserted or implanted into the body. 
They also record information that can be stored, tracked, and 
shared.
• Data collection, management and analysis
• Emerging forms combine device technology with medication



ABILIFY MYCITE® is a drug -device combination of aripiprazole embedded with Proteus’ 
ingestible sensor that communicates with Proteus’ wearable sensor patch, and a 
smartphone application. The product measures ingestion of ABILIFY MYCITE® and patient 
activity, rest and mood.



Digital Phenotyping

• Definition - “Moment-by-moment quantification of the 
individual-level human phenotype using data from 
personal digital devices” 



• Rationale Individuals might leave behind 
a footprint of their health status through 
use of technology

Activities through Social media
Online communities
Wearable technologies
Mobile devices



Potential Advantages of Incorporating 
Digital Phenotyping 

into ‘mainstream’ Clinical Care and  Research
• DP allows a better capture of the lived experiences of subjects, 

and their interactions with the surrounding world…

o With minimal interference 
o Documenting experiences leading to/following key events
o Active and passive data





Behavioral Sensing Measures

Number of steps 

Duration of Speech

Rhythms of 
Movement

Location Entropy

Number, type of 
communications

Rhythms of voice



Incorporating Digital Phenotyping 
into ‘Mainstream Research’

Challenges
• Skepticism - health researchers are ‘laggards’, not early 

adopters…
• Concerns around privacy and confidentiality
• Ethical concerns, reinforcing inequalities
• What are the appropriate metrics? Novel endpoints?
• Customizable?  Scalable?
• Statistical methods for analyzing, modeling data
• Reliability of mobile apps





CAN-BIND Integrated Platforms

Clinical Outcomes

• Clinician administered scales
• Patient-reported outcomes
• Electronic data capture

Molecular Profiling

• Gene expression
• SNP analysis
• GWAS
• SRM-MS
• Whole genome miRNA
• Redox, methylation

Neuroimaging

• T1-weighted anatomical scan
• DTI series
• T2-weighted BOLD EPI series
• BOLD EPI series during tasks

Data Science

• Statistical tools coupled with machine 
learning tools to create biomarker models

EEG

• Resting state, eyes open
• Resting state, eyes closed
• Various functional tasks

M-Health

• Behavioural Sensing
• Ecological momentary assessments

Preclinical

• Rodent anhedonia models
• Zebrafish high-throughput
• Pharmacology & electrophysiology Knowledge Translation

• Public and provider education
• Patient Advisory Committee
• Social media strategy
• Implementation science



CAN-BIND and HealthRhythms Program for Research

Ultimately, we hope to be able to:
• Quantify prodromal symptoms prior to relapse versus sustained wellness

• Measure patient behavior in the context of interventions

• Characterize digital biomarkers across patient segments

• Cross validate novel endpoints against traditional markers  - clinical, 
imaging, molecular





• 17 subjects with schizophrenia in active treatment at a state mental 
health clinic in Boston

• Active and passive data
• Beiwe app on their personal smartphone for up to 3 months  

Anomalous breaks from a patient’s usual trend in self-reported outcomes, 
sociability or mobility may be indicative of broader behavioral changes, could 
precede adverse events such as relapse





Of the 3 subjects who 
experienced relapse with 
sufficient data, the rate of 
anomalies detected in the 2 
weeks prior to relapse was 
71% higher than the rate of 
anomalies detected in dates 
further away from relapse



The SNAPSHOT Study is a large-scale and 
long-term study that seeks to measure: 
Sleep,
Networks,
Affect,
Performance,
Stress, and 
Health using 
Objective 
Techniques.

This study investigates how daily behaviors 
influence sleep, stress, mood, and other 
wellbeing-related factors

Can we recognize or predict stress, 
mood, and wellbeing and how 
interactions in a social network 
influence sleep behaviors?



Results from SNAPSHOT









Research project(s)
• Digital phenotyping incorporated into clinical trials 
• Early changes that could identify/predict poor/good response
• Variability/sustainability of treatment response over time – predictors of 

resilience or sustained wellness
• New outcome measures  - high correlation with standard measures…but 

within the context of participant’s daily routine

• Digital phenotyping incorporated into biomarker validation 
studies
• Composite/algorithm to understand intra-individual variability over time 
• Better understand response, relapse, sustained wellness
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